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We study a model of growth of tumors with a free boundary delaying the
tumor region We take into account the presence of inhibitors and its interaction
with the nutrients We study the approximate controllability of the internal
distribution of density of cells that is proportional to concentration of nutrients




In this paper we study the controllability of the growth of tumors by the internal
localized action of inhibitors on a simplied mathematical model The tumor formed
by life cells is assumed to have a density proportional to the concentrations of a nutrient
b






 mainly oxygen or glucose We study the behavior of the tumor
after angiogenesis the formation of capillary sprouts from blood vessels in response to
externally supplied chemical stimuli see eg Chaplain and Anderson 	

 Once
the angiogenesis occurs the tumor receives nutrient from the vessels process named
vasculature We assume that the tumor occupates a radially symmetric ball of IR

of
radius Rt which is unknown reason why is usually denoted as the free boundary of
the problem Denoting by  
B




the rate per unit length of nutrient transferred to the tissue
b






















   jxj  Rt t   T 
Here d







the consume rate of nutrient and inhibitor respectively
The density of the inhibitor
b
























 jxj  Rt t   T 
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the diusion coecient 
B





the rate per unit length of inhibitor transferred to the tissue and 


is the inhibitor consumption rate The permanent supply of inhibitors is assumed to
be localized on a small domain 	
 
with a rate given by f the control of the problem
According the mass conservation principle assuming the cell mass density constant






 The balance between birth and
death cells is determinate by the concentration of nutrient and inhibitor Denoting by
b

















x tdx x  IR


According the inhibitor nature and the tumor tissue the function
b
S has dierent







For the sake of notation we shall assume that the diusion coecients are given by















































































we arrive to the concrete formulation of the mathematical model under consideration
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where R
 
  the normalized nutrient and inhibitor densities at the exterior of the













 The mathematical treatment of this model has a long history
see See Greenspan 	
 Adams 	














iaz  Tello 	


 A recent reference
containing details on the notion of weak solution and existence and uniqueness is the
authors work D

iaz  Tello  The main results of this paper shows that this type
of action by the inhibitor allows to control in the usual weak sense typical of parabolic
system the tumor density This is formulated in the following terms
















for some p  	 there exists f  L
p
 T   	
 
 such that if   R is the solution















Due to some technical reasons we shall prove the theorem rstly for p   neces
sary in the proof of Lemma 	 and then for all p  	
We shall prove the result in several steps For n  IN  we start by assuming R
n
t






















 The proof of the theorem uses some methods introduced in the
study of the approximate controllability name attributed to conclusions as 	 by











 In spite of the large literature on this type of methods very few




 for a higher














 we show that there exists a subsequence such that converges
to the searched control f and the associate solution of problem 			
 Regularity and uniqueness of problem    
Although the existence of weak solutions of problem 			 was established by
previous authors see Daz  Tello  we shall need some extra information which
is collected in this section
In order to prove the regularity of the solutions we use the change of variables and


















































Let B  fx  IR

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Proof By Theorem 	 of Daz and Tello  we know that




























admits a fundamental solution see Friedman 	



















see eg Ladyzenkaya Solonnikov and Uralceva 	

	 Theorem 
	 Chap IV Since
p   W
p




T B and then
u  W
q
 T B  L
q
 T  W
q
B
for q 	 Consequently we obtain Rt  W
p
 T   
As a consequence of the lemma we obtain















On the other hand the continuous embeddings
W
q
 T B  L
q



















 T  W

B
and the reciprocal change of variables and unknown 	  leads to


















The uniqueness of solutions is proved in the next proposition


















 for s   Then there exists a unique solution of the problem 



























Then   R satises the problem
 
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and by z  e
t
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	
Now we prove a preliminary result
Lemma  Let z be the solution of problem 	
 and  the solution of problem








 take their maximum and minimum on jxj  Rt

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x t jxj  Rt t   T 
	
By Corollary 	 we know that






















































k if s k









 as test function in 	 integrating by parts in BRt and


























































































































where M depends only of jSj
L
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t and it is zero then    and z  
and we deduce    and    
Repeating the same argument now from T

we conclude the uniqueness of solutions
for a T   arbitrary  
 Approximate controllability	 Proof of Theorem
  
The next result shows the conclusion of Theorem 		 the so called approximate con
trollability in L
p
 under some particular assumptions mainly when Rt is a priori
prescribed











       Let
R  W



























  T  with p   such that
























 we consider the functional J  L
p

















































  d   r
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 
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We point out that the existence of a weak solutions of 	  can be obtained
as in section  by making the change of variable 	  see Tello 	









































  Once proved








 as test function
we obtain    and consequently the uniqueness is proved










	 Then J takes a minimum 
 
see eg Brezis 	
 Corol
lary III Moreover if   is the solution of the problem 	 with initial
datum 
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BRt From the choice













dx   
















































































































































and the conclusion holds
So it only remains to check the mentioned properties of J 









































First we shall see that J


















 be the respective solutions of problem 	 and let    	 Then



































































































































 is convex J

is also convex




are continuous Now we shall prove
that J













































as test function and using the integration by parts formula see eg Alt and Luckhaus
	
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which shows the continuity of J

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	 when n  

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































B and furthermore #u
n
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 By  #u
n
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is an open subset






 Consequently #u   on 	
 




T  By the unique





deduce that #u   in B  

T  and by the uniqueness of problem 	 it result
#u
 











and I   from where we deduce that J is coercive  
Proof of the Theorem 
We construct the sequence fR
n




































 is the solution of the problem 		 	 	 and 	
with f   and initial data  
s
n
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 T  and we deduce there
exists a subsequence of functions R
n
i
such that converges weakly to Rt inW
q
 T 
for all q  		 By Proposition 	 for each R
n
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 	 since J
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dxdt    when n  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for some C independent of n



































such that converges strongly in C
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T     by the Lebesgue dominated





















and the theorem is thereby proved in the case p  



































we conclude the Theorem  
Remark  Notice that the nal observation is made on the density  T  and that
once we chose the control in order to have  the free boundary Rt and the
inhibitor density T  are univocally determined
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